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The Bush-Crow-Sanders Energy Security and Independence Act (ESIA) will take

on the climate crisis, reduce our dependence on petrostates fueling war, create

good-paying, union jobs, and ease the cost burden on American families. The

bill will protect communities from volatile, expensive energy prices from

unsafe sources.

To achieve energy security and independence, the ESIA will:

● Invest $100 billion in reinvigorating the domestic clean energy industrial base using

the Defense Product Act

● Create a Domestic Renewable Energy Industrial Base Task Force to coordinate an

all-of-government approach that engages environmental justice communities,

manufacturers, scientists, engineers, planners, and labor unions to plan and

implement a transition to 100 percent renewable energy

● Provide $10 billion in loans and grants to bolster the domestic renewable energy

system component manufacturing supply chain with strong corporate governance

standards and benefits for taxpayers

● Provide $30 billion to weatherize and insulate 6.4 million homes over the next 10

years to save working families nearly $2 billion each year on their utility bills

● Invest $10 billion to procure and install millions of heat pumps, significantly

reducing consumption of imported fossil fuels

● Create good, union jobs by requiring high-road labor standards for all funded

projects

● Fulfill EJ40 commitments by investing at least 40 percent of funds in environmental

justice communities



As oil and gas prices remain volatile since Russia invaded Ukraine, the dangers

of relying on fossil fuels are clearer than ever. Fossil fuel executives and

authoritarian leaders have for too long played an outsized role in American foreign and

domestic policies. All the while, working families are being squeezed for larger profit

margins on their utility bills and transportation costs. Dependence on fossil fuels is a

dependence on tyranny and corporate greed.

Our collective future and ability to achieve energy security as a nation, and, in

part, as a world, depends on reinvigorating our domestic renewable energy

industrial base. Nearly 80 percent of energy consumption and 60 percent of electricity

generation in the U.S. comes from fossil fuels. Meanwhile, just 12 percent of both energy

production and consumption is from all renewable sources combined. Given the significant

market power of just a few players in the global fossil fuel industry, reliance on fossil fuels

poses grave risks and vulnerabilities for working families, national security, and the entire

American economy.

U.S. manufacturing capacity is limited and declining—the ESIA would turn that

around. Though the U.S. is one of only five countries that can produce all major

components of an onshore wind turbine, we rely heavily on exporters for subcomponents.

Further, land-based wind manufacturing has decreased by nearly 40 percent in recent years.

As of 2021, the U.S. has very limited offshore wind manufacturing capacity. The ESIA would

invest $150 billion in creating good, union jobs by requiring high-road labor standards for

all funded projects.

The ESIA is the first step toward making green energy accessible to Black

brown and indegenous communities. Fossil fuels have harmed the most vulnerable

communities in the United States and across the world. Black, brown and indegenous

communities are the first to suffer from the fossil fuel industry’s greenhouse gas emissions

and pollution. No one is secure when Black, brown and indegenous communities are

insecure.

The Energy Security and Independence Act is endorsed by over 80

organizations, including: Sierra Club, The Climate and Community Project, League of

Conservation Voters, Win Without War, CODEPINK, Friends Committee on National

Legislation, Sunrise Movement, Green Workers Alliance, Our Climate, Working Families

Party, Our Revolution, Indian Point Safe Energy Coalition, Climate Hawks Vote, Food &

Water Watch, GreenFaith, Giniw Collective, Electrify Now, Indigenous Environmental

Network, The Democracy Collaborative, Labor Network for Sustainability, Stand.earth,

Waterway Advocates, Mothers Out Front, The Climate and Community Project, Ocean

Conservation Research, Public Citizen, and others.

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/us-energy-facts/
https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2022-02/Wind%20Supply%20Chain%20Report%20-%20Final%202.25.22.pdf

